Work remotely and live like a local in Asia,
30 days at a time.

Startup | Culture | Market | Talent

THE ANCHOR
EXPERIENCE

If you can work remotely for 1 month, would you consider joining a group of
exceptional people with logistics all taken care of in style, while being able to explore
business opportunities, cultural immersion and personal growth in Asia?
Anchor Taiwan is your turnkey solution to experience and success. It is a 30-day
residency program in Taiwan for global shapers, entrepreneurs and locationindependent professionals. We make it work with high-touch, personalized
engagements for each participant, powered by our extensive outreach and access.

ELEVATE YOUR IMPACT. BE ASIA READY.

JOIN

Visionary entrepreneurs & startup teams
Location independent professionals
(e.g. tech, design, media, marketing)
Believers of community & cross-border
collaboration
Forward-thinking companies that value
talent training and retention

Your pivotal month awaits.
APPLY NOW
http://anchortaiwan.com

Questions? Contact us:
info@anchortaiwan.com
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SPECIALTIES:
Hardware ecosystem
(prototyping/manufacturing partners)
Startup navigation
(hiring talent, government resources)
Corporate & media collaborations
(boost your profile in Asia)
Lifetime alumni & mentor network
Impact sector
(mission-driven ventures & investments)

ANCHOR
TAIWAN

TAIWAN

THE ISLAND IS YOUR OYSTER.
23 million Mandarin-speaking people
Most patents per capita in the world
Birthplace of Foxconn (Apple's #1 partner), HTC (VIVE), GIANT (any bicycle
fans?), Bubble Tea, Ang Lee (Life of Pi, Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon)

Perfect Gateway to Asia

We design experiences.
We build connections.
We inspire and nurture a paradigm
shift: one relationship, one project,
and one month at a time.
Anchor Taiwan is dedicated to crossborder collaboration and exchange.
We believe in the power of cultural
immersion and genuine connections.
With our program design, we are
building a community that spurs
innovation, fuels professional and
personal growth and galvanizes worldpositive actions.
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http://anchortaiwan.com

